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Hi-Score Boi is an rhythm game that is a fun and easy
way to learn basic rhythm games. Tap your finger to
the left or right of the screen to the beat of the music
and it will be a success to know that you've achieved a
high score! Shake your device to clear a song and it's
a big success to know that you've achieved a high
score! Pick up some friends and test your rhythm
skills! Hello! I'm Hi-Score Boi and this is High Score
Boi... A game where you play rhythm games to
achieve your highest score! This is a game for all fans
of rhythm games. In Hi-Score Boi, you play as Hi-Score
Boi as he games throughout the night to become the
ULTIMATE gamer. Come on! There's only one way to
win, you must beat me in the game. Thanks for joining
me for a gameplay on Hi-Score Boi: Gameplay of Hi-
Score Boi: Hi-Score Boi will provide you with hours of
fun and enjoyment as you play through the game.
There are many different songs and modes that you
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can choose from. Some of the songs will be highly
popular and some of them will be just for your
enjoyment. There will be various challenges for you to
choose from, in which you will have to beat my high
score. These challenges will make you enjoy the game
even more. There are songs for you to play and tunes
of music will play as you hit the right beats. As you
enjoy a song, the music will stop and then you will
know if you have made a mistake or not. You will be
taken through various challenges where you will have
to beat my high score. CHALLENGES OF HI-SCORE BOI:
» Hi-Score Challenge In Hi-Score Challenge, you have
to beat my high score. You can use different
characters as you choose your character. You can also
use different background music. There are a number
of challenges and the different types of challenges
that you have to choose from. » Endless Challenge In
Endless Challenge, you will be presented with a long
song, which you can listen to and tap to the beat of
the music. You can select to play a song from a
number of different songs that you have unlocked
during gameplay. The game will not end, even if you
tap right as the song is reaching the end. You have the
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chance to unlock new songs as you beat my high
score

Features Key:
Elite Survival - Fight against huge numbers of beast and track down missing kids...as quickly as you can.
Completely Unique and Immersive - Visitors of
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